Abstract. A uniform shrinkage prior (USP) distribution on the unknown variance component of a random-effects model is known to produce good frequency properties. The USP has a parameter that determines the shape of its density function, but it has been neglected whether the USP can maintain such good frequency properties regardless of the choice for the shape parameter. We investigate which choice for the shape parameter of the USP produces Bayesian interval estimates of random effects that meet their nominal confidence levels better than several existent choices in the literature. Using univariate and multivariate Gaussian hierarchical models, we empirically show that the USP can achieve its best frequency properties when its shape parameter makes the USP behave similarly to an improper flat prior distribution on the unknown variance component.
Introduction
We briefly review a uniform shrinkage prior (USP) using a multivariate Gaussian hierarchical model (or a multivariate Normal-Normal model) (Daniels, 1999; Everson and Morris, 2000) . We use notation Y j = (Y 1j , Y 2j , . . . , Y pj )
⊤ to denote a vector of p unbiased estimators of group j for a vector of p random effects θ j = (θ 1j , θ 2j , . . . , θ pj ) ⊤ with a two-level structure as follows. For j = 1, 2, . . . , k,
where V j is a known p × p covariance matrix, β = (β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β mp ) ⊤ is a vector for unknown mp regression coefficients, X j is a known mp × p block diagonal matrix with x j = (x j1 , x j2 , . . . , x jm ) ⊤ , a covariate vector of length m for group j, repeatedly appearing along the diagonal, and A is an unknown p × p covariance matrix of the conjugate Gaussian prior distribution. The corresponding conditional posterior distribution for group j is
where y j is the observed unbiased estimate, I p is a p-dimensional identity matrix, and B j ≡ V j (V j + A) −1 is a positive definite p × p matrix for the shrinkage factor of group j. Daniels (1999) defines the multivariate USP as a Uniform distribution on the space of the positive definite shrinkage matrix B 0 = V 0 (V 0 + A) −1 whose eigenvalues are between (0, 1]; V 0 is a known positive definite symmetric matrix. The density function of the USP with respect to A that is transformed from the USP on B 0 is proportional to
where I {w} is an indicator function of w. The known matrix V 0 determines the shape of this density function in (4) and thus we call it the shape parameter of the USP.
(Hereafter, a USP is always with respect to A.) An approximate USP in generalized linear mixed models (Natarajan and Kass, 2000) , derived by replacing the first-level distributions for Y j with an MLE-based Gaussian approximation, is the same as (4) with a specific value for V 0 . (See also Chen and Wehrly (2016) for the approximate USP in multivariate generalized linear mixed models.) For a univariate case (p = 1), we use unbolded notation, i.e., Y j , y j , θ j , V j , V 0 , A, B j , and B 0 .
The USP is known to have several attractive properties. Strawderman (1971) showed using a Normal-Normal model (p = 1) that the unconditional posterior mean of a random effect, i.e., E(θ j | y j ), based on the USP leads to an admissible minimax estimator if k > 5. Constructing a Poisson-Gamma hierarchical model (p = 1), Christiansen and Morris (1997) indicated that the USP is relatively non-informative with good frequency coverage properties in random effects estimation. In particular, they mentioned that the shape parameter of the USP could be adjusted to have more conservative results in estimating random effects, which we empiricially prove in this article. Using a NormalNormal model (p = 1), Daniels (1999) compared the frequency properties of a USP with those of several non-informative priors such as improper flat and Jeffreys' priors under the settings for hypothesis testing and estimation on A. Natarajan and Kass (2000) showed good frequency coverage properties of the approximate USP compared to other default priors, e.g., approximate Jeffreys' prior, using non-Gaussian data.
Many authors have used various choices for the shape parameter of the USP. Albert (1988) set V 0 = 1 for a hierarchical generalized linear model, although there was no specific reason for this choice; the article focused on an accurate approximation to posterior distributions of A and β. Christiansen and Morris (1997) suggested setting the shape parameter to a median value of the random-effects variance component for their Poisson-Gamma model as a less informative choice. DuMouchel (1994) suggested setting V 0 to a harmonic mean of {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k } as a typical value of V j in a univariate Normal-Normal model. Following DuMouchel (1994) , Daniels (1999) set V 0 to the harmonic mean of {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k } in a multivariate Normal-Normal model. This harmonic mean was also adopted for the approximate USP (Natarajan and Kass, 2000) . Besides the harmonic mean, Everson and Morris (2000) set V 0 to an arithmetic mean of {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k } as another typical value of V j to mimic an equal variance case.
However, it has been neglected whether the USP maintains good frequency properties regardless of the choice for its shape parameter, and no one has investigated the frequency coverage properties of the USP in a multivariate case (p ≥ 2). This article investigates the frequency coverage properties of the USP according to the shape parameter, using univariate and bivariate Normal-Normal models. To do this, we extend a univariate repeated sampling coverage evaluation (Tak et al., 2017) to a multivariate one to see which choice for the shape parameter produces Bayesian interval estimates for random effects that meet their nominal confidence levels better. Our numerical illustrations show that the best frequency coverage properties of the USP can be achieved when the shape parameter lets the USP approach an improper flat prior distribution on A. Figure 1 displays one numerical illustration in Section 4.1. It shows that a NormalNormal model based on a USP with V 0 set to a harmonic mean of {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k } denoted by V 0,DM (DuMouchel, 1994; Daniels, 1999; Natarajan and Kass, 2000) produces posterior intervals for random effects that do not meet the 95% confidence level. On the other hand, a choice for V 0 that flattens the USP on A with V 0 = 10 4 × V 0,DM achieves the spirit of the 95% confidence level better. See Section 4.1 for details.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. We introduce a multivariate version of the frequency coverage evaluation in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain which choices for the shape parameter achieve the spirit of the confidence level better and why, using eight school data for a simple univariate case (Rubin, 1981) and twenty seven hospital profiling data for a bivariate case (Everson and Morris, 2000) .
A Markov chain Monte Carlo method
Our target distribution is the joint posterior distribution of the unknown parameters, θ ≡ {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ k }, A, and β, whose probability density function is defined as
where y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k }, the distributions for f (y j | θ j ) and g(θ j | A, β) are specified in (1) and (2), respectively, and the joint prior density function h(A, β) is proportional to |V 0 + A| −p−1 × I {|A|>0} dAdβ, meaning that the prior distribution on A is the USP and independently the prior distribution on β is an improper flat distribution Figure 1 : A partial result of our numerical illustration in Section 4.1 shows that there exists a choice for the shape parameter of the USP that meets the spirit of 95% confidence level better than an existent choice in the literature, e.g., V 0,DM denotes a harmonic mean of {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k } suggested by DuMouchel (1994) . See Section 4.1 for details.
(Lebesque) on mp-dimensional space. The joint posterior density in (5) is proper when k > p + m + 1; see Theorem 2 of Everson and Morris (2000) .
Since a rejection sampling for a multivariate Normal-Normal model (Everson and Morris, 2000) is not available for various choices for the shape parameter of the USP, we use a Metropolis-Hasting within Gibbs sampler (Tierney, 1994) . This sampler iteratively samples the following conditional posterior distributions of the unknown parameters derived from (5); for j = 1, 2, . . . , k,
where (8) is a p-dimensional Gaussian density of w with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. At each iteration, we draw the unknown parameters in a sequence of (6), (7), and (8). It is easy to sample the multivariate Gaussian conditional posterior distributions in (6) and (7). However, the conditional posterior distribution of A in (8) is not a standard family distribution that we can directly sample, and thus we use a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to sample (8) 
In a univariate case (p = 1), we draw log(A * ) from a Gaussian proposal distribution N 1 (log(A (i−1) ) | σ 2 ) at iteration i, where the proposal scale σ is the tuning parameter. We set A (i) to A * with probability
and set
, is the Hastings ratio for the update of A on a logarithmic scale. In a multivariate case, we set a proposal distribution of A to an inverse Wishart distribution to avoid a matrix logarithm. At iteration i, we draw A * from the inverse Wishart(ν, (ν + p + 1) × A (i−1) ) distribution with degrees of freedom ν and scale matrix (ν + p + 1) × A (i−1) ; the mode of this inverse Wishart distribution is A (i−1) . We set A (i) to A * with probability
where the notation inv-W(A | ν, (ν + p + 1) × Σ) denotes the density function of the inverse Wishart(ν, (ν + p + 1) × Σ) distribution evaluated at A. We treat the degrees of freedom ν as a tuning parameter for a reasonable acceptance rate.
In our numerical illustrations, we run the Metropolis-Hastings within Gibbs sampler for 42000 iterations, discarding the first 2000 iterations as burn-in. We then choose every other iteration of the Markov chain of length 40000, resulting in 20000 posterior samples of each parameter.
Multivariate frequency coverage evaluation
To check which choice for the shape parameter of the USP produces Bayesian interval estimates for random effects that meet their nominal confidence levels better, we conduct a repeated sampling coverage evaluation. Here we extend a univariate repeated sampling coverage evaluation specified in Tak et al. (2017) to a multivariate one. This evaluation is based on an assumption that our two-level Normal-Normal model is a true data generation process. We first generate n sim sets of k random effects, {(θ
. . , n sim }, from the conjugate Gaussian prior distribution in (2) given specific values of A and β. Let us denote these generative values of A and β by A gen and β gen , respectively. Given these random effects, we generate n sim sets of k unbiased estimates {(y
We fit a Normal-Normal model on each simulation i, drawing 20000 posterior samples of θ
k , A, and β using the Metropolis-Hasting within Gibbs sampler. For the lth component of θ
lj for l = 1, 2, . . . , p, we calculate its 95% posterior interval by 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of its 20,000 posterior samples that we denote by (θ
lj,upp ). We define a coverage indicator of random effect j on the i-th simulation as
where I(θ We assume that there exists an unknown coverage probability of random effect j denoted by C A gen , β gen (θ j ) depending on the values of A and β that generate random effects and simulated data sets. The coverage indicator I(θ (i) j ) in (10) is assumed to follow an independent and identically distributed Bernoulli distribution given the unknown coverage rate C Agen, β gen (θ j ). The mean of the coverage indicators averaged over n sim-
j )/n sim , is a simple unbiased coverage estimator for C Agen, β gen (θ j ). We define a more efficient Rao-Blackwellized (RB) unbiased coverage estimator as
The expectation ofĪ RB (θ j ) given A gen and β gen is C A gen , β gen (θ j ). We use the cumulative distribution of the conditional posterior distribution of random effect j in (3) to compute the conditional posterior probabilities in (11). The variance ofĪ RB (θ j ) does not exceed that ofĪ(θ j ) because of the Rao-Blackwellization (Rao, 1945; Blackwell, 1947) , and its unbiased estimate is
To summarize the results of the frequency coverage evaluation, we report the following overall coverage estimate and its variance estimate:
Numerical illustrations
Using the frequency coverage evaluation, we show which choice for the shape parameter produces Bayesian interval estimates for random effects that meet their nominal confidence levels better. The first numerical illustration is to investigate the shape parameter V 0 of the univariate USP (p = 1) in a simple setting and the second one is to see whether this univariate case can be consistently extended to a multivariate USP (p = 2).
Eight school data
To test the effect of coaching on students' SAT scores, the Education Testing Service conducted randomized experiments in eight schools (Rubin, 1981) . The data are composed of the estimated coaching effects on SAT scores (y j ) and standard errors of the eight schools (j = 1, 2, . . . , 8). The data appear in Table 1 . We assume each school's coaching effect approximately follows a Gaussian sampling distribution and its sampling variance (V j ) is approximately known, considering a large number of students tested in each school (Tak et al., 2017) . Since no covariate information is available, we assume X ⊤ j β = β 1 , leading to an exchangeable Gaussian prior distribution in (2). We begin the frequency coverage evaluation by choosing the generative values, A gen and β 1,gen , in a way to favor the existent choice for V 0 , e.g., the harmonic mean of We compare the frequency coverage properties of six different prior distributions on A; the improper flat prior distribution on A and the USPs on A with five different shape parameters, i.e., V 0 = δ × V 0,DM for δ ∈ {10 0 , 10 1 , 10 2 , 10 3 , 10 4 }. For each prior distribution on A, we conduct ten frequency coverage evaluations using ten different pairs of the generative values, i.e., we conduct the frequency coverage evaluation 60 times in total for the combinations of ten pairs of the generative values and six different prior distributions on A. For each frequency coverage evaluation, we generate 1000 (= n sim ) mock data sets. On each of the generated data sets, we fit a Normal-Normal model equipped with the corresponding prior distribution on A and an improper flat prior distribution on β 1 , drawing 20000 posterior samples of θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ 8 , A, and β 1 . To initialize the Metropolis-Hastings within Gibbs sampler, we set θ (0) j = y j for all j, β (0) 1 =ȳ, and A (0) = V 0,DM . We set the scale of the Gaussian proposal distribution for log(A) to two, i.e., σ = 2, resulting in an average acceptance rate equal to 0.326 across all the simulations.
Using the 20000 posterior samples of each random effect, whose effective sample size is 8872 on average across all the simulations, we calculate 95% posterior intervals for random effects, i.e., (θ (10) is suppressed for simplicity because p = 1.) Then, we calculate the RB coverage rate estimates,Ī RB (θ j ) in (11). We summarize the overall coverage estimates and their standard errors defined in (12) for three different prior distributions on A in Table 2 and display the overall coverage estimates for all 60 cases in Figure 2 . The standard errors are too small to be displayed.
In the left panel of Figure 2 , the overall coverage estimates based on the USP with the existent choice V 0,DM , denoted by the dashed line, do not achieve the 95% confidence level over a wide range of the generative values of B 0,i = V 0,DM /(V 0,DM +A gen,i ) between 0.05 and 0.55. However, as the USP on A approaches the improper flat prior on A, i.e., as V 0 increases, the estimated coverage rate of the USP converges to that of the improper Figure 2 . This is because the USP, (V 0 + A) −2 dA, puts more mass at A = 0 a priori when V 0 is small. Since the resulting posterior inference can be affected strongly by the prior distribution when the data size is small, the smaller shape parameter V 0 in the USP Figure 2 : Estimated coverage rates obtained from the frequency coverage evaluations. The overall coverage estimates based on V 0,DM = 132.6, denoted by the dashed line on the left panel, do not meet the 95% confidence level over a wide range of the generative values of B 0,i between 0.05 and 0.55. As the USP on A approaches the improper flat prior on A, i.e., as V 0 increases, the estimated coverage rates of the USP converge to those of the improper flat prior on A, meeting the 95% confidence level better. results in a smaller posterior sample of A, a larger posterior sample of B j = V j /(V j +A), and thus shorter posterior intervals for θ j as implied by the variance in (3). Consequently, these shorter posterior intervals produce smaller coverage estimates. The opposite occurs by flattening the USP on A with larger V 0 ; the resulting posterior intervals for random effects become wider, leading to more conservative posterior inference on random effects.
The right panel of Figure 2 shows that the estimated coverage rates do not change much when δ in V 0 = δ × V 0,DM is greater than or equal to 10
3 . This indicates that a safe choice for V 0 to achieve good frequency coverage properties in the random effects estimation is to set a large enough value for V 0 compared to a typical value of V j 's, e.g., V 0 = 10 4 × V 0,DM or V 0 = 10 4 × V 0,E&M , where V 0,E&M is the arithmetic mean of {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k } suggested by Everson and Morris (2000) .
Twenty seven hospital profiling data
The twenty seven hospital profiling data are based on the interviews of 1869 patients from teaching hospitals and academic health centers (Cleary et al., 1991) . The data are composed of the number of interviewees (n j ), the severity measure averaged over the health indices of interviewees (x 2j ), the percentage of non-surgical problems (Y 1j ), and that of surgical problems (Y 2j ) experienced by patients in hospital j (j = 1, 2, . . . , 27). (We fit an intercept term by setting x 1j = 1 for all j.) The data are tabulated in Table 3 . Everson and Morris (2000) used these data to show the effectiveness of their rejection sampling based on the improper flat prior on A compared to the REML method. They Table 3 : The twenty seven hospital profiling data are composed of the percentage of nonsurgical problems (Y 1j ) experienced by patients in hospital j, that of surgical problems (Y 2j ), the severity measure averaged over the health indices of interviewees (x 2j ), and the number of interviewees (n j ). This table is reproduced from Everson and Morris (2000) . Using this Σ, they set the covariance matrix of hospital j to V j = Σ/n j . Following Everson and Morris (2000), we assume that the sampling distribution of (Y 1j , Y 2j ) approximately follows a bivariate Gaussian distribution with known covariance matrix V j , considering a reasonably large number of interviewees in each hospital.
We start the frequency coverage evaluation by setting A gen and β gen in such a way to favor the existent choice for V 0 , e.g., an arithmetic mean of {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V k }, denoted by V 0,E&M (Everson and Morris, 2000) . We first fit a bivariate Normal-Normal model using a USP with V 0,E&M and a flat prior distribution on β and set β gen to the posterior means of β based on its 100000 posterior samples. We set A gen,i = Σ/u i for i = 1, 2, . . . , 10, where u i is the ith element of (0.29, 0.63, 1.00, 1.45, 2.04, 2.87, 4.16, 6.47, 11.82, 38.50) We compare operating characteristics of six different prior distributions on A. We use five USPs with five different shape parameters, i.e., V 0 = V 0,E&M and V 0 = δ × diag 2 (V 0,E&M ) for w ∈ {10 1 , 10 2 , 10 3 , 10 4 }, where the notation diag p (V ) represents a p-dimensional diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the same as those of V . The sixth prior distribution on A is an improper flat prior distribution, i.e., I {|A|>0} dA. For each of the 60 frequency coverage evaluations (ten pairs of the generative values and six different prior distributions on A), we generate 1000 (= n sim ) mock data sets. For each simulation, we fit a bivariate Normal-Normal model equipped with the corresponding prior distribution of A and dβ, drawing 20000 posterior samples of θ, A, and β using the Metropolis-Hastings within Gibbs sampler. We set the initial value of θ j to y j for all j, of β to β gen , and of A to V 0,E&M . We set the degrees of freedom ν of the inverse Wishart proposal distribution for A to 40, leading to the average acceptance rate equal to 0.378 across all the simulations. The average effective sample size for each random effect is 6817 across all the simulations. We calculate 95% posterior intervals (θ
lj,upp ) for l = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, . . . , 27 and i = 1, 2, . . . , 20000, and compute the RB coverage rate estimates,Ī RB (θ j ) in (11). Table 4 summarizes the overall coverage estimates,Ī RB in (12) and their standard errors for three different prior distributions. Figure 3 shows the overall coverage estimates for all 60 cases. The standard errors are too small to be displayed.
The results displayed in Figure 3 are similar to those of the univariate case (p = 1) in Section 4.1. In the left panel of Figure 3 , the coverage estimates based on the existent choice V 0,E&M , denoted by the dashed line, do not achieve the 95% confidence level over the range of the generative values of |B 0,i | = |V 0,E&M (V 0,E&M + A gen,i ) −1 | between 0.05 and 0.55. However, as the USP approaches the improper flat prior on A, i.e., as δ in V 0 = δ × diag 2 (V 0,E&M ) increases, the estimated coverage rate of the USP approaches that of the improper flat prior on A as shown in the right panel. This is because the Table 4 : The coverage estimates and their standard errors (in parentheses) specified in (12). The confidence level is set to 0.95. Three different prior distributions on A appear in columns and ten determinants of the generative values of B 0,i = V 0,E&M /(V 0,E&M + A gen,i ) appear in rows. As δ in V 0 = δ×diag 2 (V 0,E&M ) increases, the coverage estimates based on the USP approach those based on the improper flat prior on A, conservatively achieving the 95% confidence level. The notation diag p (V ) represents a p-dimensional diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the same as those of V .
USP with USP with Improper flat on As the USP on A approaches the improper flat prior distribution on A, i.e., as δ in V 0 = δ × diag 2 (V 0,E&M ) increases, the estimated coverage rate of the USP converges to that of the improper flat prior distribution on A, meeting the 95% confidence level better. The notation diag p (V ) represents a pdimensional diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the same as those of V .
USP approach those based on the improper flat prior on A.
The right panel of Figure 3 shows that the estimated coverage rates do not change much when δ in V 0 = δ × diag 2 (V 0,E&M ) is greater than or equal to 10
3 . This indicates that it is safe to set a large enough value of δ that leads to a large value of |V 0 | compared to a typical value of |V j |'s to achieve better frequency coverage properties in the random effects estimation, e.g., V 0 = 10 4 × diag 2 (V 0,E&M ) or V 0 = 10 4 × diag 2 (V 0,DM ).
Concluding Remarks
A uniform shrinkage prior (USP) on the unknown variance component of a randomeffects model is known to produce good frequency properties (Christiansen and Morris, 1997; Daniels, 1999; Natarajan and Kass, 2000) . However, it has been neglected whether the USP can maintain such good frequency properties regardless of its shape parameter. We implement frequency coverage evaluations to see which choice for the shape parameter of the USP enables the posterior intervals for random effects to meet their nominal confidence levels better. In our numerical illustrations, the shape parameter that flattens the USP on A achieves better frequency coverage properties in estimating random effects than the existent choices suggested in the literature.
There are several opportunities to build upon our work. Implementing the frequency coverage evaluation is computationally expensive because it fits a model on every simulated data set. For example, it takes almost a week to complete one frequency coverage evaluation that fits the model on a thousand simulated data sets in Section 4.2. Thus, it is desirable to develop an independent sampler for the Normal-Normal model with the USP instead of a Markov chain Monte Carlo method used in this article. Also, the frequency coverage properties for the USP according to the shape parameter have not been tested in different hierarchical models, e.g., Poisson-Gamma or Beta-Binomial models, though they may produce similar results asymptotically. Another avenue for further improvement is to check high-dimensional behavior of the USP according to the shape parameter. We leave these for our future research.
